Costa Rica – Nature’s Paradise
Expanded Itinerary
Jan 8 Fly Detroit/San Jose, Costa Rica
We’ll have an easy day of travel before starting our tour of Costa Rica. Our Detroit flight departs in
mid-afternoon and arrives in San Jose around 10:00 pm; it’s only a short drive to our hotel on arrival.

Jan 9 Fortuna (included breakfast)
We’ll see some of Costa Rica’s capital, San Jose, this morning before heading north to the Arenal
Volcano area. Costa Ricans take pride in the National Theater, which is considered to be the most
impressive building in San Jose. In the 1890s, the ruling coffee barons voted for a tax on coffee
exports in order to fund the construction of the theater, and European artisans were imported to
design the building. During a guided tour we’ll appreciate its lavish furnishings and exquisite interior.
There are regular performances in the theater, and a gallery features the work of local artists.
We’ll also visit the Gold Museum which houses one of the largest collections of pre-Columbian gold
pieces in the Americas. Over 20,000 troy ounces of gold in more than 2,000 objects are on display;
coin and stamp collections, and Costa Rican art are displayed as well.
We’ll stay three nights in Fortuna, near the Arenal Volcano. The official name of the nearby small
town is La Fortuna de San Carlos, and we will be only 3.7 miles from the volcano. Arenal Volcano has a
perfectly symmetrical shape, and until 2010 it was Costa Rica’s most active volcano. Much to the
enjoyment of visitors, Arenal spewed enormous amounts of lava, gas and ash on a regular basis. That
eruptive cycle ended recently, but you never know when it might begin again…

Jan 10 Fortuna (included breakfast, lunch)
A full-day tour of the Cano Negro Wildlife Refuge is on our agenda today. Located in northern Costa
Rica near the Nicaraguan border, the Refuge is off the beaten path but well worth the trip. We’ll
begin with a boat ride up the Rio Frio, through canyons of green toward the Everglades-like Cano Negro
Lake. Many people come to spot migratory birds. Animals that our guide will help us spot may include
spider, capuchin and howler monkeys, spectacled caiman, crocodile, jaguar, cougar, ocelot, tapir,
white-tailed deer, lizard, black river turtle, and iguana.

Jan 11 Fortuna (included breakfast, lunch, dinner)
Another full day of touring is planned. This morning we’ll experience the Arenal Hanging Bridges, one
of the great ecotourism projects of Costa Rica. The Hanging Bridges are a complex of trails and 16
bridges through the rain forest that was developed so that visitors can observe the rainforest flora and
fauna in a way that protects the natural environment. The bridges wind through the forest’s dense
canopy, allowing visitors to peer directly into the upper reaches of the rainforest. Trails connect the
bridges and run through primary rainforest. Along these, visitors get a closer look at the insects,
reptiles, birds, flowers, plants and trees that call this forest home.

We’ll stop to view La Fortuna Waterfall (Spanish for "the fortune") which drops about 246 feet and is at
the base of the dormant Chato volcano, about 3.5 miles outside of the town of Fortuna. It is fed by the
Arenal River which winds through the rainforest in the Arenal Mountain range until it plunges over the
cliff, forming the waterfall.
We’ll end our day of exploration at the Tabacon Thermal Resort. The natural hot springs here are
channeled into a hot river that flows through a series of pools and tributaries. Bring your swim suit and
we’ll enjoy the thermal pools and gardens and then reconvene to enjoy an
included dinner at the resort.

Jan 12 Monteverde (included breakfast)
Travelling north today we are on our way to experience the rarest ecosystem in the world: the cloud
forests of Monteverde, an area where humidity no longer exists and a cool breeze floats in. Enjoy the
drive to the most fascinating wildlife sanctuaries in Costa Rica. In Monteverde we’ll explore the cloud
forest led by an eco-guide. We’ll follow a walkway which is a combination of trails and seven bridges
where you will have the opportunity to explore all levels of the cloud forest and admire the boundless
diversity of the flora and fauna.
If you want a unique experience, consider booking a ‘Night Walk’ tonight. There are several of these
offered by local companies, and our hotel can probably help you sign up for one. It’s an opportunity to
walk for a couple of hours with a guide who knows just where to shine his lights to illuminate creatures
that sleep during the day!

Jan 13 Manuel Antonio (included breakfast)
We begin our touring today at the Monteverde Butterfly Gardens, where we’ll take a guided hour-long
tour through each section of the insectarium and gardens. We’ll get an introduction to Costa Rica's bug
life, an up-close experience with a variety of insects and arachnids, and a look at the rearing chamber
where caterpillars are becoming butterflies. Next we’ll stroll through four unique gardens, full of
spectacular butterflies and leafcutter ant colonies.
After a stop for lunch on your own we’ll drive to Manuel Antonio and check into our hotel for the next
two nights.

Jan 14 Manuel Antonio (included breakfast)
Manuel Antonio National Park is perhaps Costa Rica’s paramount tourist stop. Manuel Antonio includes
several beaches where rain forest streams flows into the ocean, with crystal clear water and white
sand beaches. Well begin the day with an expert guide who will point out the wonders of the Park.
Watch for white faced Capuchin monkeys, red back squirrel monkeys and howler monkeys, as well as
sloths, coatis, and agoutis. The relaxed walk through the park lasts around 2.5-3 hours; as well as
spotting wildlife, we will learn about the history of this stunning part of Costa Rica. The rest of the
day we can enjoy the beaches of Manuel Antonio.

Jan 15 Fly San Jose/Detroit (included breakfast)
We’ll make an early start on the three hour drive back to the San Jose airport. Our flight departs
around noon, and we’ll be back in Detroit around 11:30 pm.

